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BELGIUM

(R. Fonteyne)

Work was continued on the study of technical parameters

of trawling gear. The forces acting upon warps and bridles

of a bottom trawl were measured in relation to speed. The

effect of different riggings on the net opening of semi

pelagic trawls for cod and pelagic pair trawls for herring

were studied by means of a netsonde.

A new semi-pelagic trawl fishing with the warps passing

through the boom sheaves was tested. At the same time newly

desi~ned cambered and slotted otter boards were used.

In view of energy saving, trials with gill nets fishing

for cod on wrecks were continued. The comparative fuel

consumption study between rectangular and oval polyvalent

otter boards was finished. Data were collected on the

reduction of fuel consumption by the application of a

nozzle on a 1000 hp beam trawler.

With the aim to increase the catch rate in the daytime

shrimp fishery, experiments were carried out with an electri

fied otter trawl.

The studies on netting materials mainly concerned the

effect of sediments on mesh dimensions and the change of mesh

size in relation to the drying time of the netting.

funk-haas
Neuer Stempel
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In Belgium the use of pOlyethylene netting yarns has

slightly increased detrimental to polyamide. For the

moment 45% of the yarns are made of polyethylene, 55% are

made of polyamide. ISO standards are still applied by the
Fisheries Research Station only.

Further study of the catchability in relation to the

technical parameters of high opening beam trawls, semi
pelagic and pelagic nets.

testing of semi-pelagic trawls with a low hydrodynamic
resistance.

Study of the geometrie configuration of otter trawls by

means of a new developed spread meter.

Further studies on the stability of mesh size.

Comparative study on different mesh gauges.

Further experiments on the application of electrical
fishing.

Continuation of the fuel savinq studies.

DENMARK

No report received

CANADA

(P.J.G. Carrothers)

Federal Fisheries Research has commissioned two, new,

research stern trawlers for the Atlantic and has retired the

old research side trawler A.T. Cameron. The Newfoundland

Branch reports that they continue to search for a trawl design

that will adequately sampIe all flatfish species of age one

to four. The Yankee 36 shrimp trawl appears to be a highly

selective for pre-recruit yellowtail and plaice and is too

small to operate effectively with large stern trawlers.

Work with a Yankee 41-5 shrimp trawl was hampered by vessel

problems but will continue in 1984. lIydroacoustics has been

used successfully to evaluate and monitor capelin abundance

and attempts are being made to develop acoustic survey

techniques for redfish. The hardware and software supporting
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llYDAS (llydroacoustic Data Acquisition System) have been

improved, but the deep towed body and target strength data

remain problem areas. It is too soon to judge whether the

method will prove reliable. Correlations between shrimp

catehes and tidal eyeles have been observed, suggesting

that behaviour of the shrimp and/or the trawl is affected

by water movements, altering eatching efficieney in a way

likely also true for groundfish. A modest program better

to define this question was hampered by vessel problems in

1983 and is planned for 1984.

The Marine Eeology Laboratory (llalifax) reports

eontinued aeoustie surveys with the ECOLOG system.

Comparisons have been made between trawl catches and

aeoustie observations regarding both eateh in numbersand

size eomposition. Research for pelagie acoustic surveys

has eoncentrated on herring, investigating the size,

geographie distribution and echo eharacteristies of sehools

and their implications on the use of the eonventional

integration model. The Seotia-Fundy Braneh (St. Andrews)

reports continuing improvernent of methods for acoustie

fish-stock survey and herring abundanee estimates by

developing electronie data proeessing proeedures to inte

grate and summarize abundanee and distribution, by

measuring in situ tilt angle distributions for target

strength estimation. by developing a more aceurate

proeedure for ealibrating the TVG funetion in echo-sounder

receivers and by eonducting winter and summer surveys.

The Gulf Braneh (Moneton) reports that a mieroproeessor

operated. closure trawl is being developed. aetuated by

pressure sensors and reeording temperature profiles.

Aerial surveys eontinue to be used to map fishing effort

for lobster (liomarus americanus). with refinement of the

eomputer-aided data proeessing and extending eoverage to

the whole Gulf (of St. Lawrence) Region. A promising

method for stock surveys of snow crab and scallop is being

developed. mounting underwater television facing baekward

on the rake and eounting the animals as they are dug out

cf the sediment and rollover the rake. Statistieal
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analysis of preliminary data indicates that this technique

may provide fast and precise abundance estimates. The

Quebec Branch reports that comparative fishing between two

sizes of rectangular crab trap and the Japanese-type

conical trap in Chaleurs Bay caught 3 times as much in the

1.5 m rectangular traps and 3.5 times as much in the 1.8 m

rectangular traps as in the conical trap. The conical

traps were more selective for snow crabs with carapace

wider than 100 mm whereas the 1.5 m rectangular trap was

more selective for snow crab narrower than 100 mm

(selectivity of the 1.8 m rectangular trap was not con

clusivel. Three types of trawl (Yankee 36, Terra-Nova

1500 and Atlantic Western IIAl were tried for biomass

estimates of shrimp (Pandalus borealisl. The Terra-Nova

trawl was difficult to handle, prone to damage and per

formed poorly overall. A joint program is planned for

1984 to observe the reaction of shrimp to fishing oper

ations by an underwater camera attached to multilayered

sampling gear. The Pacific Branch (Nanaimol reports

development of corr.puter software to plot, to echo-count,

to echo-integrate and to perform in situ target strength

analysis on digital acoustic data. Two field comparisons

of fish density estimates, one acoustic vs. purse-seine

catch and the other between two acoustic measurements,

were made, including development of mathematical models

to assess their relative biases and variances.

Federal Fisheries Development in Newfoundland report

several demonstration trials on new longlining systems to

encourage use of this low-energy fishing method. The Sari

system failed to bait acceptably; it is being modified and

will be tried again. The Mustad mini-line monofilament

system gave problems with breakage of kinked lines and

unreliable snood removal during retrieval, reducing

fishing effort to 4000 hooks per day. Gangbaiter trials

were hampered by unfavourable local conditions and were

out-fished by handline and jigger vessels, but the method

is regarded as generally sound, particularly for small

boats, and trials will continue in 1984. A commercial,
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middle-distance, longlining demonstration is proving

encouraging. The continous, "triangle", longline system

functioned weIl, but was outfished by handlining,

apparently because the fish were not feeding at the time.

Shrimp bait was found to be ineffective except to catch

very sma11 fish. Cod-trap mesh-selection trials have

continued, with 102 mm mesh releasing more undersize fish

and gilling more commercial-size than under-size fish.

Energy-efficiency projects have included a mobile, computer

ized demonstration unit to show fishermen how to improve

fuel efficiency. The software model uses a data base

derived from local vessels and its credibility was demon

strated by making indicated modifications to three vessels

with fuel savings of 5% to 30%. Further improvements and

tests of the system are planned. Four inshore vessels have

been instrumented to determine the impact of throttle usage

and fuel warmers on energy consumption and areport is

forthcoming. Two inshore longliners, one aluminum and one

wood, are under construction, specifically designed for low

operating cost and improved catch quality, and will be

trialed in 1984. Several demonstrations have been aimed at

improved fish quality and more efficient fish-handling on

board. Contoured containers have proven successful for

trap-boats and improved container designs and manu

facturing methods are being developed. Fish-box systems

for gillnetters and longliners were satisfactory on deck,

but require further developmcnt for use in the hold.

Insulated containers were used successfully on a 17 m gi11

netter and on open handline, longline and jigger vessels.

A seawater, spray/fog cooling system for holding crab on

board will be tried after correction of mechanical problems.

For offshore vessels, both a collapsible container system

and a method for removing fish mechanically from.the bottom

of the pens first will be given further trials. Federal

Fisheries Decelopment in Ilalifax also report work on various

longline systems. The Pacific-type, snap-on, halibut long

1ining equipment was demonstrated with great success in Nova

Scotia. Fishing trials with square-mesh codends continue
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with confirmed reduction of immature fish and debris in the

catch. The original, fUlly-powercd, rope reels were scaled

down and dernonstrated successfully on a 20 m scottish-seiner.

Improved, herring gillnet haulers and shakers were shown to

reduce fish da~ago. Underwater television continues to be

used in an effort to improve scallop rakes for better

catches and reduced damage to the animais. A new design

of crab trap has been given preliminary studies. The moni

toring of energy consumption of inshore and offshore vessels

continues. A study on the effect of fuel heaters has been

conducted. The initial phase of a study on the feasibility

of sail-assisted fishing vessels has been completed and a

study is under way to determine the feasibility of manu

facturing a low-cost, easily-installed propeller nozzle for

retrofitting to small fishing vessels. Federal Fisheries

Development in Vancouver report instrumented measurements

of bot tom-trawl gear simultaneously with observations from

the towed, underwater vehicle "Manta", including fish

reactions at the trawl mouth and at the codend, both to

standard-mesh and square-mesh codends. A computer model

for fuel consurnption of fishing vessels is being developed,

including a program for estimating trawl resistance which

involves observations and resistance measurements of model

trawls in the local, ship-model, tow tank. Work is

commencing on the development of a reiatively inexpensive

device for measuring the working depths of purse-seines.

Video-tapes, both surface and underwater, have been made of

attempts by salmon to escape selectively from the bunt of

a purse-seine through larger-mesh panels, coloured for

attraction. White panels appeared to be most effective

and will be tested in the commercial fishery for escapement

of juvenile salmon. The selectivity of three mesh sizes of

Fraser River, sockeye salmon gillnets was studied for the

escapement of chinook salmon. '

The Provincial governnent in llewfoundland reports
trials with 2 mm, braided, Kevlar netting in place of 3 mm,

polyethylene in a balloon trawl. Preliminary measurements

indicate the net is fishing properly and further measure-
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ments of drag and fuel consumption will be taken during

commercial fishing trials in 1984. Also, Kevlar bottom

bridles were substituted for wire rope and performed very

satisfactorily; longer-term evaluation will be continued

in 1984. They also report participation in the cod-trap

mesh-selection experiment where 102 mm mesh improved the

proportion of marketable fish. The size of the catch was

not significantly less than in nearby, smaller-mesh traps

and more of the gilled fish were of marketable size.

Refrigerating the hold to nearly O°C and maintaining high

'humidity was shown to decrease snow crab mortality. Rough

hanJling was shown to cause a delayed mortality and reduced

quality, proportional to the roughness of the handling.

The New Brunswick Provincial goverment report successful

demonstration of: a 300-mesh, rock-hopper, bottom trawl

for rough terrain; a buoyant rope in place of traditional

floats on herring gillnets; and the powered ~ope reels in

place of the hau1er and coiler in Scottish-seining to

reduce time and labour. The Quebec Provincial government

reports trials of: a new type of semi-pelagic, shrimp trawl;

different types of bait for lobster pots; artifical lures

and a different type of bait for monofilament longlines;

and of monofilament and standard longlines, including a

comparison of results. They have concluded their project

on escape vents for lobster pots.

The Technical University of Nova Scotia (llalifaxl

reports completion of their thesis project on testing of

model trawl-doors in a wind tunnel in search of an

efficient but forgiving configuration. Their results with

rectangular doors were consistent with the literature, and

both circu1ar and 1I0erner tips (endsl were found to

increase the stall angle of aerofoil-shaped doors at

different aspect ratios. Most measurements were on solid

doors, with a few on slotted doors.
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FINLAND

(Mo Törmä)

At the Wärtsilä Turku Shipyards the major activities

in the fishing section in 1983 have been the development

of a krill factory trawler and a crab-processing mother

shipo The main tasks in designing have been the layout

and general arrangement. The greatest problems have

been posed by the process design.

FRANCE

(MoN. Diner et M. Portier)

TECHNOLOGIE INSTRUNENl I.E

Dans lc cadre du t!lerne "T(' ... hnolohi~ ins:rumentale", la fql1lce a

plus spekialement. poru~ ses effort~ 11 1913.1 sur l'cchoilltt~:gr.. tion,

l'acoustique pas~iv er la visualis",tion Sllus-marin~.

EchoinL~gratinn.

Dans le cadrc d1un progr(wune national "PCliL~ Pelagiques", une

prl!mlere c<1ml'ngn(' a etC l·(fccluee p.lt" l'lSTPH sur lt· n/o "lhalassa" eo

avrll-mai dan', 1;1 lJ.1llic sud du golfe de GU5cogne:. L\,;.tLC camrngnc avair

r~)uJ" objl.cr.if d'e'.'alucr ..,cou·aiqucllknt le !->rorh d',l1ll.h(" ~ exploite~ p:tr

~~.~ p~chc.urs Inst(\I('s fTilll~;'li~, mai~ t~g.alemcl L de prLl'lscr c rtains paillts

CL'ne rn ..lot Ia mel.hod()lugi~ de l'evnluation des stoc':k~ par echointcgrJ:l.oll.

Cl~S[ p0ur '~la rn partlc.uller que la mim~ zone a ~t· C0UVCrte deux fais

I"Jur c<..·mplrdison a huit jours d'intcr\.dlc. Si sur l<>s ~olldc~ supet'ieures

~ 60 ro, les r~sult~ts sonr compar~l)les, par rOlltre, pour te zone cati~re,

l"s Jeux evaludtitltc; sont tl·~·s ditLPr~l1tl'"

En ce qUI lOl'l.:crllC 1 1 113("11. ifit .JLioll, Ull~ ICl...hlliqut· 0riginale a

e~c'; utillSPC pcrm(>llant .i·acce,,:et~r .lUX :-idH:.k .... pilr t:.~sp .. cc!', cL par stratf'

_ll lltilifi;Jllt I ...'s I",sul'ars d.s Lh.lIUtnrC'.:; ...l'i.lclll.il j<:lttOll. l'.lrJ.l J;'lE'mcnt. ,

U1H.: (tude.\ (~L<~ ...·lhrt'l)[i~<.., lhlur micux ... C'rn(\T les p(.t~sd)illte:, d'iJentiltc.atitJn,

,,~ale ou p;lrrlclle, des csp~ces d·leCt~eS, directcm'lll ä pdrtir des

~ ..... hogra;nl1lcs. Cette uerni<.-re elude Sc f3il dan:; le ..:adrc dc In mise .:IU point.

l'l1 collabonnion ilvec le CNEXO el l'ORSTOt-l, d1un (las~lI (ur d'ccho,

pl"'Oltngl'lOellr dc 1' ...~dlO~ntcglaleur AGENOH dej.l con<;\1 pi1r (eS urganismt"s.
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Pour des raisons d'ordre technique 1iees au navire, la campagne

d'evaluation acoustique du stock de hareng en sud Mer du Nord-Manche est,

programmee en novembre,n'a pu se faire. Elle est prevue pour 1984.

Acoustigue passive.

Creee en 1982, le GERBAM, groupement d'interet scientifique

regroupant notamment le CNRS, le CNEXO et les Universites, slest fixe pour

domaine de travail, l'acoustique passive appliquee a la peche. C'est dans

ce cadre que, en 1983, il a realise en particulier une etude sur les

caracteristiques spectrales des bruits emis par les thonlers ligneurs

fran,ais pechant le germon (Thunnus alalunga). Cette etude essaie de faire

le parallele entre les qualltes pechantes des navires et le type de spectre

de brult emis.

Ce groupement travaille encore notamment sur les possibilites

d'attraction acoustique des thonides dans les eaux tropicales africaines

en particulie~ a partir de radeaux instrumentes •

• Visualisation 50us-marin~.

Pour la photographie sous-marine, les dispositifs mis au point a
l'ISTPM et equipes par du materiel d1arnateur ont ete mis en oeuvre. En ce

qui concerne la visualisation du fond, ce materiel utilise a partir d'une

luge trainee sur le fond ou d'un I'planeurll est maintenant employe en routine.

Des prises de vue ont ainsi ete realisees en avril-mai autour de la

Corse sur des herbiers a posidonies, des fonds recouverts d1algues (vidalia)

ou sablo-vaseux jusqu'a 300 m de profondeur.

En juillet dans le golfe de Gascogne, des photos de fond (rocheux

ou vasiere a langoustine) ont egalement ete realisees. Au cours de cette

campagne, les premiers essais d'une camera d'un nouveau type, perturbant le

milieu au minimum ont ete effectues. Ce genre de materiel est destine a
l'identification des organismes pelagiques. Etant donne les conditions de
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detection peu favorables (poissons regroupes en banes de tres petites

dimensions), uniquement des prises de vue d'organismes planctoniques

out ete reussies. L'experimentation de ce type de materiel sera poursuivie.

Au CNEXO-COB, des camera-TV a tres has niveau d'eclairement ont

ete utilisees pour observer in-situ le processus d'attraction de mollusques

gasterupodes par des casters ou encore le comporternent de langoustines

soumises a un charnp electrique impulsionnel.

EVOIL7ION DES PECHE RIES ET DES TECIWIQUES

Les flottilles hauturieres specialisees dans le chalutage de fond
ont tente de diversifier leurs activites en s'orientant vers l'utilisation
de chaluts de fond a tres grande ouverture verticale, utilises avec des
panneaux SOberkrQb. Pour faciliter le changement du chalutage strictement
benthique au chalutage de type semi-pelagique, les navires ont ete pourvus
d'un tambour enrouleur. Les chaluts utilises pour ce nouveau type de p~che

possedent des cordes a 1'ent~ture.

Los chalutiers de p~che artisanale (16/24 ~) sont egalernent munis
de plusieurs tambours enrouleurs - parfois jusqu'a 6-et peuvent pratiquer
alternativement la p~che de fond et la p~che pelagique en utilisant
des greements specialernent adaptes. Ces navires sonr pratiquement tous munis
de tuyeres et les plus grands d'entre eux sont con~us avec un bulbe d'etrave.

Ils utilisent, pour la p~che semi-pelagique et la peche pelagique,
des grandes mailIes de 400 et 800 mm de eSte. Pour la peche pelagique
a 1 ou 2 bateaux, les tres grandes mailIes (8 m de eSte) sont egalernent
repandues.

On notera egalement 1a mise en service a Dunkerque, port du Nord
de la France, de deux chalutiers polyvalents, ctest-a_dire pechant alternati
vement au chalut aperehe et au chalut a panneaux.

L'augrnentation des forces motrices et de la resistance des treuils
des chalutiers semi-hauturiers a conduit le Secretariat d'Etat a la Mer
a instituer un Groupe de Travai1 charge d'examiner les problemes poses
par la securite des apparaux de peche.
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En ce qui concerne les peche ries de. thon ,a la senne tournante t on notera
une caracteristique commune aux thoniers travaillant en Mediterranee
(navires de 25 m) et aux thoniers oceaniques travai11ant sur la cSte Ouest
de l'Afrique et qui ont reporte leur efiort sur l'Ocean Indien. Cette carac
teristique est l'extension des zones de peche suite a l'utilisation de
la prospection aerienne. Les sennes o'ont pas subi de modifications importantes.

Parmi la petite peche c8tiere, la peche aux filets maillants se developpe.
Les filets sont en nylon cab 1" ou en multlmonofilament. 11 faut signaler
les essais de tremail a langouste realises par l'I.S.T.P.M. Sete sur le plateau
contineiltal a 1'Est d'Alger ou des rendements maximums de 20 kg/lOO m de filet
ont ete obtenus. Par contre, 1a mise au point de differents systemes de
palangres automatisees rencontre certaines difficultes.

RECHERCHE; - ASSISTANCE TEGIINIQUE - COOPERATION

- Une campagne d'"tude de la seIectivite des chaluts de fond a tres grande
ouverture verticale a eu Heu dans le Golfe du Lion a bord de 1'''Ichthys''.
Un projet d'etude comnarative desmillages a bord de navires professionnels

.: affrgtes, sur financement CEE, a ete mis sur pied et sera realise en 1984.

- Dans le cadre de la realisation a Boulogne-sur-Mer d'un Centre de Culture
Sciencifique et Technique de la Mer, un nouveau bassin d'essais a circulation
d'eau pour l'experimentation des maquettes de chalut, a et~ mis a l'etude.
Sa mise en service est envisagee pour 1988.

Les laboratoires de l'I.S.T.P.M. qui poss"dent une. section de technologie
de la peche (Boulogne-sur-Mer, Lorient et Sete) ont poursuivi leurs activites
de bureau d'etude, principalement dans 10. domaine de l'adaptation des engins
a la force motrice des navires.

La cooperation avec l'Algerie a ete poursuivie et des stagiaires venant
de differents pays (Maroc, Senegal, Indonesie, Madagascar) ont ete accueillis
dans les laboratoires.

GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC

No report received
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FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GER~NY

IH. Bohl)

As in the preceeding three years, a great part of

the research and development work was directed towards

the introduction and promotion of low ener9Y fishing

methods.

The experiments with set nets of different materials

and constructions were continued and intensified. In the

Baltic, up to now an almost uniform type of trammel net

has been used by German set net fishermen for catching

cod and flatfish. Now it could be shown that seasonally

gill nets are clearly more efficient. In late summer,

when jelly-fish occur in large quantities, trammel nets

are unsuitable, whereas gill nets are scarcely hampered

in taking roundfish. Large-meshed and ca. 3.5 m high

gill nets were used with great success during the

winterly spawning season of cod. Also in this case,

multi-monofilament netting yarns proved superior to

traditional ones as far as efficiency and handling of

the nets are concerned. When the Baltic is heavily

"polluted" with jelly-fish and/or weed, the fishing

time of set nets should be reduced to those few hours

during which fish is active. This activity can be

stinulated by beating the water surface by means of a

specially desi~ned club. First steps were made to mecha

nize this sound-producing device.

In the German Bight, the successful sole fishery of

German set netters performed for the first time in 1982,

could be repeated in 1983. ~ decrease in mesh size from

53 mm to 45 mm Ilength of mesh side) resulted in imme

diate gains of nearly 100% by weight and at least 50%

by value. It has to be emphasized that, in contrast

to beam trawl catches taken sinultaneously in the same

area, no undersized soles I< 24 cm) and very few

specimens of just marketable size were caught by these

relatively small-meshed nets. Due to the strong tidal
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currents, trammel nets (with multimono lints) proved to

be most suitable in the German 3ight.

In the shallcws of the East Frisian coast Grey

mullets could be caught in commercially interesting

quantities by special gill nets. These fishes do occur

regularly in German coastal waters during sumMer since

the early seventies.

The semi-mechanized "monoline" longline system was

further developed. In the 3altic, first fishing tests

using live bait (sand-eel) led to cod catches about 60%

greater than those of a conventional line. A hydrolic

driven line drum was successfully tested.

Progress was also made in reintroducing Danish

seining into the German fisheries. In 1983, four

cruises of FRV "Solea" were mainly devoted to the

exploration of suitable fishing grounds in the central

and southern North Sea. From July to October, a semi

commercial seining took place aboard achartered cutter.

The results were rather promising.

In summer 1983, experiments with two different

types of jigging rrachines were carried out in the North

Sea as well as in thc Baltic. Up to now, good results

could only be obtained from tests in the German Bight,

where dense concentrations of large-si~ed cod are at

least tew.porarily attracted by wrecks.

With regard to electrified beam trawling for sole

and plaice, activities were continued. A prototype pulse

generator which stood a first test aboard FRV "Solea",

but failed on a commercial vessel in 1982, was amended

in such a way that its successful application in com

mercial fisheries can be expected in the near future.

Activities in trawl research concentrated on the

development of a mathematical w.odel of the water flow

inside and around the towed gear. Theoretical delibera

tions were supported by measurements carried out in a

flume tank.

To determi~e the influence of various fishing

methods on the fuel consumption of the vessel, a fuel
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meter was installed on a commercial cutter equipped

for both trawling and set netting.

Results of sailing experi~ents conducted in 1981/82

with a former 80'German standard trawler were evaluated

and presented at the International Conference on Sail

Assisted Cornmercial Fishing Vessels held at Tarpon

Springs, Florida, in May 1983.

To study the behaviour of fishing gear and fish at

sea as well as in lakes and rivers, a low light-level

underwater TV camera was purchased. First observations

on the influence of tical currents on gill nets .'ere

made near Heligoland.

A wreckfinder. (Proton Magnetometer) which may be

very useful in connection with gill netting around

wrecks, was tested with positive results.

It is known that the fish behaviour can be influenced

by press ure impulses of high energy. In order to assess

the practical applicability in fisheries, an impulse

hydraulic system has been constructed which transforms

a constant oilstream of 200 bar into pressure impulses

of variable amplitudes, frequencies and envelopes. First

test-runs of the system proved satisfactory.

For the purpose of concentrating commercially

valuable fishes, the submersion of artificial reefs is

intended in Ge~an coastal waters. Thr~e types of

different sizes ~ade of steel gridshells were developed.

The single modules can be combined to reefs of any size

desired. Each reef is constructed in such a way that

it can be easily removed at any time.

Bottom trawl selection experiments on cod were

carried out in December 1983 off the North and East

Frisian coast.

As in previous years, all midwater trawls and set

nets as well as about 95% of the bottom trawls used in

German fisheries are ~ade of polyamide. - ISO standards

are still strictly observed by scientific instritutions

only.

A photographic method for determining the thickness
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of netting yarns was developed and published in the

Study Group's Report on Twine Thickness Measurement

(C.~1. 1983/B:26l.

Because stock assessments for a certain species

by means of echointegration are not reliable when

other species occur in the same area, basic studies in

this respect were carried out in Antarctic waters

were the biomass in the midwater consists almost

entirely of Krill. Aboard the new Polar Research

Vessel "Polarstern" an echo survey was conducted in the

Bransfie1d Strait.

As a1ready in 1982, a project to improve the

artisanal fisheries of Sierra Leone was supported

especially in the field of boat construction.
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ICELAND

(G. Thorsteinsson)

In 1983 the first trials with an underwater television

camera were conducted. The first trials were restricted

to Panda1us trawl designs and gave usefu1 hints regarding

the rigging of the different trawl types. The television

system and the towed rotor contro11ed vehic1e were working

satis factory.

In the winter fishing season some new types of cod

gi1lnets produced by an Ice1andic factory were tested

in commercia1 fishing. The results were interesting but

not easy to interpret. They will be continued in 1984

and it is intended to observe different net types and

fish behaviour with the underwater television camera.

A short experiment was carried out with a se1ective

Nephrops trawl, divided longitudina1ly. As more than

1/4 of the Nephrops was caught in the upper part of the

trawl this trial was discontinued.

In 1983 some work was done on standardization of the

bottom trawl used by the research vessels.

Some testing on netting and netting yarn were carried

out in 1983.

The ISO-standards on netting techno1ogy are to some

extent used by Icelandic netmakers.

The cooperation on fuel consumption of fishing vessels

within Nordforsk was continued. The main resu1t is that a

considerab1e overall fuel reduction can be obtained.

Consequent1y many vesse1 owners have a1ready taken measures

to reduce the fuel consumption of their boats. Among the

projects dealt with the following are the most important:
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Efficiancy of propulsion machinery, effect of hull-fouling,

use of waste heat, use of power from ashore when in harbour

and the usefulness of fuel consu~ption recorders al ready

used by one third of the Icelandic fishing fleet.

IRELAND

(J.P. Hillis)

A Nephrops experimental cruise was undertaken in August

using an experimental Nephrops trawl wi~h two cod ends,

upper and lower slightly modified from those used in 1982,

to study separation of Whiting from Nephrops in the catch.

In some hauls, access to the lower cod end was discouraged

by parallel longitudinal cords running from the line of

division to points on the lower half of the belly about 2 m

forward. Whiting of age group 1 or older and Neohrops were

found to separate weIl in most cases with Whiting in the

upper cod end and Nephrops in the lower, but better in 1

hour than in 3 hour hauls. 0 group whiting occurred in

quantity in both cod ends. Use of the longitudinal cords

tended to increase the proportion of both species in the

upper cod end as weIl as a size differential, the upper cod

end having on average larger individuals of both species.

NETIlERLANDS

(B. van }larlen)

The development of an e1ectrified beamtraw1 was con

tinued. The last experiments in 1982 resulted in a great

progress as the catches of the e1ectrified beamtraw1 in

creased by some 50% compared with the year before. In 1983 a
new pulsgenerator was designed by technicians of the

Technical Research Department, which can supply the demand

of higher electric fields for fishing in the daytime. The

experiments in 1984 will be used to collect sufficient data

to be able to make adefinite conclusion whether electric
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beamtrawling is a good alternative to mechanical trawling.

It will also be tried to solve the problem of electrode

corrosion.

Research on square mesh cod-end, similar to those

investigated at the Marine Laboratory in Aberdeen-Scotland

(Report lCES by J.B.B. Robertson, 1982) indicated form

stability problems when applying existing knotted netting,

due to the different loads on the bars. The use of knot

less material seems to be of advantage from this point of

view. Further research is needed.

Comparative fishing trials on a pelagic net with very

large diamond shaped meshes (2700 meshes circumference)

showed a distinct herding effect by such a construction.

Catches, compared with surrounding vessels of the com

mercial fleet, were quite promising. The gear has been

tried out on a commercial vessel, the "Alida" SCII 6 for

several weeks on mackerel and herring. The results were

most promising and a stimulus for the development of

larger pelagic trawls based on the same concept.

As is usually the case, a 1/25 scale model was tested

of a new design of 3600 meshes circumference midwater trawl,

prior to full scale tests. The expectations from these

tests are that the full scale net will have considerably

less drag than comparable commercial nets in use. The aim

is for 20-30% difference. The research programme for 1984

will include geometry and drag measurements and comparative

fishing trials with this new gear.

An extended research programme on bot tom trawl

geometry and resistance has been carried out to complete

the tests of 1982. The nets tested will cover a wide

range of trawls used in the Dutch fleet: loggernets,

bobbin trawls and pair trawls. Data will be analysed

throughout 1984 and reported with the 1982-trials.

Pair seining experiments were continued in 1983 on the

UK 50 and UK 52 during six weeks. Details of the rigging

and the hauling procedure were varied throughout the

period. Finally the rigging used in previous years seemed

to be the best.
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The fuel oil consumption turned out to be 4000 liters

per week on average, a substantial decrease compared to the

amount of 12000 liters comrnonly used by such vessels when

fishing with beam trawls. Species fished for were mostly

plaice and some roundfish. Pair seining seems to be a

suitable alternative when other kinds of fishing operations

give poor returns.

Most beam trawlers in the Dutch fleet are heavily over

powered ships, cruising at speeds hiqher than their

economical speed. In order to decrease the energy costs

of this fishing method the wave making resistance of the

trawlers may be reduced by a greater length. Preliminary

calculations indicate room for improvement of the ship

hulls. The cost of adding amidship section of some meters

are comparable to the savings in energy costs over a life

time period of the vessel. Further study has to be done to

come to more definite recommendations.

The fuel-oil consumption of auxilary machinery will

possibly be decreased by driving generators from the gear

box or the propeller shaft directly instead of having self

driven generators. Detailed research will be done in the

future.

Areport suggests that fishing operations are more

accident prone than most land-based operations. Especially

the weather conditions, resulting in motions of the vessels,

the use of ropes and cables, the heavy loads on the

materials in use and fatique play an important role.

Safety is related to workin~ conditions in general. Im

provement of these conditions may be regarded as a first

step to improve safety. Research in this field has been

case-orientated in 1983.

A study has been done on the use of refrigerated sea

water for storage and transportation of plaice. Catch

handling procedures can be enlightened with this appli

cation resulting in less strenuous work for crew members.

Unloading of fish boxes with large wooden shelves turned

out to be hazardous. A new method with a boom and a

remote controlled winch has been developed and tried out
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on a commercial vessel (KW 221). Results are promising and

will be reported in detail in the next year. The problem

of the safety of fishing operations, including gear

handling procedure, cutting and storing of fish, unloading

in the fish docks, will be studied in a more comprehensive

way.

Three ships were added to the project concerning the

use of heavier fuels, the UK 95, UK 253 and the GO 26.

The results of 9000 hours of operation of the vessel KW 137

using a blend with 20% heavy fuel were very promising.

Maintenance costs did not increase compared with the

original fuel used, while the total fuel costs decreased

by some 7%. A fall-back in the overall quality of the

fuel oil did not occur, as may be expected in the near

future when new CIMAC-specifications will come in use.

It is essential to apply the right lubricant. A number of

parameters such as temperature, pressure, viscosity, will

be monitored and reported on questionnaires.

On the who1e a total gross-saving of 17% in fuel costs

has been obtained over 1983. lIeavy fuels are now in use on

some twenty vessels.

Programme of the Technica1 Research Department IJmuiden

During a number of subsequent periods the newly

developed pulse-generator for e1ectrified beam trawling

will be tested on board of the new research vessel "Isis"

of the institute, after which aperiod of 10 weeks is

planned on a cornmercial boat, the UK 141. lIopefully it

will be able to produce a set-up, that can operate throug

out a long period of commercial fishing. There are

technical snags however, that need to be solved in order

to achieve this goal, such as the fast corrosion of the

electrodes.

The use of heavy and b1ended fue1s on commercial

fishing vessels has been introduced succesfully and will

be extended throughout 1984. Engine pressures and tempera

tures will be monitored for a number of vessels throush

weekly gathered information noted by the skippers on a

questionnaire.
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A start will be made to measure the flow of energy

used for different operations such as shooting, hauling,

fishing or processing on board of commercial boats with

the aim to determine possible ways of energy saving.

Projects on the safety of fishing operations

including working conditions on board and landing catches

in port run for several years now. Some case studies

such as the design of a safer method for unloading vessels

than using heavy wooden shelves and the winchhead will be

carried out and tested in practice on a commercial boat.

Storage of plaice in refrigerated seawater will

enable to delete a few physically unfavourable steps in

the processing chain of fish on board. A preliminary

report has been made the previous year and possibly some

further research will be done on this topic.

Tests on a commercial vessel with a 2700 meshes trawl

with very large (18.0 m) meshes in the front part were

successfull to such an extent that it was decided to con

tinue this developrnent with tests of bigger nets based on

similar design. Model research on a 5000 meshes trawl will

be done in May 1984 at the lIirtshals Tank (Denmark) , while

a full scale test programme on a 3600 meshes net will run

throughout March, June and NovemberjDecember .this year on

"Tridens". A model of possib1y a one half scale of the

5000 meshes trawl will also be tested on last mentioned

"Tridens"-cruise.

Data-acquisition will be extended and improved by

digitising the analoque signals received from the various

echo-sounders in use. A data-logger will be installed on

"Tridens". Ana1yses programmes for trawl research will be

extended using the PASCAL programming language.

The use of the computer in fishing gear research will

be extended. As an examp1e a net plot routine will be

developed, written in PASCAL. A data-base for ships, nets

and test-values will be the next goal.

It is intented to incorporate direct observation

techniques in the future research programmes by using a

sort cf remotely controlled vehicle, similar to the one in
use at the Marine Laboratory of Aberdeen. The aim is to

start towards the end of 1984.
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NORWAY

(S. Olsen)

"ook and line

Further experiments with new designs have been conducted,

to develop more effective hooks that also are adaptable

to mechanized longline systems.

To reduce the problem of bait predation, a new type of

gangion float is developed. The performance of the floats

was studies in a flume tank, and in the field by a remote

operated TV-vehicle and their overall effects have been

tested in experimental fishing. The floats give signifi

cantly lower bait loss, and increased catch rates for ling.

A new type of longline (Quick Snap) were tested with good

results - the main benefits being the swivel connected

snoods and easier gear handling and repair.

New types of artifical bait have been developed, but not

yet tested in fishing trials.

Several new ~ystems for mechanized longlining have been

tested, including precise baiting machines and random

baiters. Full scale trials with a random baiting system

were done during the winter season 1982/83.

Gil1nets

A new float line for gillnets was tested at different depth.

Experiments were carried out in the gillnet fishery for

blue ling to study the effects of hanging ratio on catch

rate and size selectivity.

Initial comparative studies of catch efficiency in long
line, gillnet and Danish seine have been carried out.

Experiments were started to evaluate the catch rate

effect of baiting gillnets. Further tests were carried
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out with the mechanical gillnet handling system, operated

for nets with different float lines.

Trawls

A double symrnetrical shrimp trawl was designed and tested

with regard to efficiency for shrimp and bycatch of under

sized fish. Results were encouraging and a modified

version was designed, and 1:5 and 1:10 models of this trawl

were tested in the Hirtshals flumetank.

Experiments with modified vers ions of a sorting panel in

the aft belly of a shrimp trawl with regard to the loss

of shrimp and the escapement of undersized fish were con

tinued and finalized in 1983.

A high opening demersal/semipelagic trawl with 1600 mm

meshes in the front belly and 400 mrn meshes in the wings

was tested in experimental fishing for blue whiting and

silver smelt in the Norwegian Trench.

Mesh selection

Experiments to study mesh selection of cod and haddock

in Danish seine were carried out in North Norway coastal

waters. Subsequently, comparisons were conducted of

standard and square mesh codends in Danish seine.

Purse seines

A new improved power block for coastal purse seiners,

which greatly reduces the problem of skewness during net

hauling has been successfully tested.

Net stacking systems for large purse seiners, with

separate netwinch have been installed onboard approximately

50 Norwegian vessels.

The trials with air-filled floats for purse seines have

continued. A few capelin nets have been fitted with

such floats only, and tested with encouraging results.
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The Institute of Fishery Technology Research has continued

work on a numerical purse seine simulation model

originally developed by NFMS, La Jolla, USA. The model is

very general and will presumably also facilitate simu

lation of other types of gear (i.e. gillnets, longlines

etc.) •

Vesscl technology

The program of energy conservation has been continued at

the same level of activity as in 1982.

Aseries of model tests on a 60' experimental vessel has

resulted in a new bulb beinq added to the vessels. Fuel

saving of 25-30% are reported when steaming.

A hydrostatic propulsion system has been installed in a

41 ft. vessel, to investigate the suitability and fuel

economy of such systems for Fropulsive duty.

A number of commercial fishing vessels have been fitted

with new gear and propeller-systems and the resulting

reductions in fuel consumption when steaming have been

found to be in the order 20-30%. A simulator for fuel

usage simulation has been developed as a teaching aid

for correct utilization of engine and propeller, for use

in training fishermen and skippers.

Work is continuing on an onboard information and decision

making system. The storage and retrieval system is now

implemented on our computer system, and is being tested

for function.

Full scale measurements of vessel resistance in a seaway

has revealed that the present knowledge of speed loss

and resistance increase 18 incomplete.

In 1984 considerable effort has been directed towards

developing procedures and instrumentation for such

rneasurements.
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The activities on safety and working conditions have

continued and a program for improving safety and working

conditions on the fishing vessels in a locality in

Northern Norway is carried out in cooperation with the

local health authorities. Various organizational and

technological approaches are being tested.

Fish behaviour and reaction

Different chemical stimuli and artificial baits were

tested in behaviour studies on cod in laboratory experi

ments. Similar fieldstudies were conducted in the North

Sea (Ekofish), mainly on cod and haddock - using under

water TV equipment.

Fish behaviour in relation to acoustic observations

Continued investigation have been undertaken to study

and quantify the reaction of fish surveying vessels.

This is to establish relationships between the observed

acoustic density of fish compared to the true fish

density in the area to be surveyed. Doppler analysis of

sonar signals appears to provide information about the

escape-swirnrning speed of fish.

Fish sizing from resonance echo observations has stimu

lated psysiological studies of swi~ladder in relation

to different behaviour modes of the fish. Strong corre

lations between depth/arnbient pressure, swirnbladder volume

and the condition of the fish are established and may be

used to improve existing sound scattering models of fish

also at ordinary applied echo sounding frequencies.

Acoustic methods

Mathematical sound scattering models of fish based on

fish and swirnbladder physiology and geometry are estab

lished. Data from cut surfaces of shock frozen fish are

used as part of the input data to the models.
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From a project of acoustic observation of zooplankton it

was concluded that a multi-frequency sonar system could

yield reliable estimates of zooplankton size distribution

and biomass.

Comparative studies were carried out on different ways of

establishing convention functions of echo abundance into

fish abundance. The results showed varying and some times

minor accordance between convertion functions being esti

mated in different ways for the same species.

Sound absorption of vertically sound transmission through

fish layers were investigated for moderate fish densities.

No observable absorption was found.

Towed echo sounder transducers are regularly used in

acoustic observation of fish abundance. Especially during

bad weather conditions they have improved the quality of

the observarions.

POLAND

No report received

PORTUGAL

No report received
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(J. Bravo de Laguna)

Spanish activities have been related to acoustics

applied to fisheries research. These activities have

been carried out by the Instituto Espanol de Oceanografia.

This acoustic research was done during a cruise of

RV. Cornide de Saavedra off the north and northwest coasts

off Spain (ICES areas Vlllc and IX) in August 1983. The

main objective of the cruise was to assess the biomass of

the different year classes of pilchard present in the

area and to chart the fish densities of this species.

The cruise was done in cooperation with portugal.

Calibration was carried out with copper balls and the

calibration constant was obtained by intercalibration with

the RV. Noruega (Portugal).

(0. lIagström)

Selectivity experiments on shrimp in bottom trawls with

cod-end meshopenings of 16, 18, 20 and 24 mm were carried

out and will be continued.

The effect of using 40 mm meshopening in pelagic

herring trawls has been studied and compared with the most

common meshopening of 32 mm.

comparative fishing trials with different types of

Nephrops traps and different kinds of bait are running.

The traps are of Scottish and Norwegian origin. A fishing

experiment on a commercial scale with 1600 traps has

started to evaluate the possibilities for catching Nephrops

in the Swedish coastal fisheries.
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L~ITED KINGDOM

1. ENGLAND

Fisheries Laboratorv, LoY'estoft

(G.P. Arnol~

The laboratory participated in the lCES Co-ordinated

acoustic survey for sprat in the southern North Sea in

January 1983. Four more acoustic surveys were carried out

during the year, two for spawning herring and one for spent

herring in the North Sea and English Channel, and one for

pelagic species generally in the western English Channel.

FrOM May 1983 all acoustic surveys were conducted at a

frequency of 38 kllz and a digital echo integrator was used

in parallel with the analogue systems. A precise transducer

calibration is carried out annually in a large freshwater

resevoir and routine checks of equipment performance Made

during each cruise.

The following species were caught in sufficient numbers

during inshore groundfish surveys in the lrish Sea during

1983 to provide mesh selection data: pout whiting (I.
luscus), poor cod (I. minutus), whitinq (~. ~lerlangus), dab

(~. limanda), grey gurnard (~. gurnardus) and tub gurnard

(~. lucerna).

2. SCOTLAND

(D.N. MacLennan)

Further work has been done on the selectivity of square

mesh cod-ends, on both trawls and seine nets. Work on

trawls confirmed earlier results showing that square Mesh

cod-ends had higher selection factors than normal diamond

mesh cod-ends. Similar results were obtained on a seine net.
The development of mathematical models of trawls has

concentrated on the production of a computer programme to

calculate net shapes. Detailed data have been collected on

the netting panel shapes and mesh angles of a pelagic trawl

to provide a basis for further development of the Model.

An off-shoot of this project has been the writing of a

program for net design.
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Further measurements on the performance of gill-nets in

a flume tank have been made. using these data, more exact

equations to predict net drag and headline height have been

derived. To investigate the predictive accuracy of these

formulae, measurements are being made on full scale nets in

the sea. Selectivity measurements have been made using nets

constructed from different types of twine. The results

suggest that monofilament netting is the most selective for

cod.

Data are being collected on trawl drag to enable

empirical equations to be derived for various designs of two

panel nets. This is part of a longterm programme of

measurements and the aim is to collect sufficient data on

demersal trawls to enable generalised equations to be

evaluated.

Further work has been done on qear development using

behavioural information collected within the Laboratory.

Gears have also been constructed with a very large overhang

on the square to restrict fish escape routes, and of black

and white netting to give maximum contrast and possibly more

efficient herdinq. No conclusive results have been obtained

with these nets.

Studies have continued with a two level trawl for fish

separation from Nephrops using a 70 mm mesh separation panel

to comple~ent the previous 50 mm and 85 mm experiments.

Good preliminary results have been obtained in separating

herring from pout using the two level separating technique

in a co~rnercial trawl. Studies including underwater

observations have been conducted on escapes of Nephrops

through the lower net panels including the codend of a

cornmercial trawl and retained in small rnesh covers.

Young fish, cod, haddock, whiting and hake have been

cauqht whilst escapin~ from the codend to investigate the

external damages to these fish. Experiments with rising

ropes within the trawl for selectivity have been conducted

so far on saithe, herring, sprat and sandeeIs with

encouraging results. Reactions of fish to both light and

heavy ground ropes, includinq a rockhopper ground gear,
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have been studied taking into aeeount both visual and noise

stimuli. Sound recordings have been made of the various

eomponents of these gears under normal towing eonditions.

Work is continuing on fish swimrning and the light level

required for fish to reaet, in relation to the visibility

of materials used in gears.

Investigations into line fishing have continued to

foeus on the ehemieal eonstituents of baits. ExperiMents

are being eondueted into bait aeeeptanee by eod using

natural and synthetie squid eomponents. Stimulus eoneen

trations necessary for bait aeeeptance are being studied in

the laboratory.

Further experiments have been eondueted on the target

strength of caged mackerei, herring and sprat. Stereo

eameras have been used to relate the fish behaviour to thp

~cho strength. Measurements of beam patterns have shown

that significant errors can arise if the nominal equivalent

beam angle is assumed to apply to acoustic survey trans

ducers. Improved calibration techniques have been developed,

notably a remote eontrolled three wire suspension for

standard targets to calibrate transducers in a towed body.

Experiments have shown that the presenee of the towed body

can siqnificantly alter the beam pattern in comparison to

that of an isolated transducer. A spherical cap transdueer

has been constructed as the first step in the development

of a wideband constant beamwidth echosounder for fish stock

surveys.
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(J. B. Suomala)

The development of the NEFC/CSDL low-cost acoustic sensor/

processor is continuing. At-sea operations have included

experimental survey cruises, e.g. rv. Oregon I (Blake Plat

Eau), rv. De1ware II (George Bank) and rv. Islas Canarias

(Tenerife). The equipment has operated without failure or

malfunction for over 1500 hours, including 468 hours at sea~

User groups have expressed satisfaction with operation and

realtime results produced to date. Modifications to include

auto~atic sea bed tracking and norrnalized sampling volumes

are in process.

USSR

(S.A. Studenetsky)

During 1983 the following experiments were conducted

to substantiate measures for reasoncD1e and effective

exploitation of cornrnercial fish stocks in the Barents Sea

and the Norwegian Sea and to develop the coastal fisheries

in the Northern basin:

Data or selectivity of trawl codends with 120-140 mm

meshopening were obtained for the Barents Sea cod and

haddock.

A container enabling studies of fish survival and a

device for the automatie detachment of fish during

hauling have been elaborated. These divices for esti

mating fish survival were tested and their service

ability was confjrmcd.

Comparative fishing experiments with longline, bottom

trawls and bottom set gillnets were undertaken. The

high efficiancy of longlining when fishing on scattered

bottom fish species was confirmed.
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